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Creating Borders for a Wall Art Piece
1. Press your piece so it’s laying flat. Draw a “centre” line in both horizontal and vertical
directions using a Frixion heat erasable pen so you have a reference from which to draw the
inner border positions
2. Make marks using a Frixion pen to indicate the distance
from your appliqué you want the inner border to be: 1 ½”
- 2” is a good distance (you can use 3” if you have
enough backing/batting to work with, or less if you don’t)
3. Now, using the marks you’ve made to establish a
distance from the appliqué, measure that distance from
the centre line and draw parallel lines on either side to
mark the inner border location (on all four sides)
4. If you don’t have enough batting/backing to extend
beyond those markings approximately 2 ½” - 3”, cut
strips of batting wide enough to extend the piece and join
them to the main body using batting tape or strips of
fusible interfacing (you may be limited by the backing
fabric size - work with what that fabric will allow you)
5. Draw a second line ½” beyond that to mark the edge line
for the inner border strip; lay the inner border strip against that outer
line, pin, then draw a line on the strip ½” from the edge for the sewing
line (which is on top of the original inner border line) (see top photo)
6. Stitch the first inner border strip in place, press away
from the appliqué; then place the opposite strip in place,
pin, mark, stitch, and press away from the appliqué
7. Next, add the two perpendicular pieces in the same way
(middle photo) - align edge to outer line, draw line on
strip ½” from the edge, pin, stitch - be sure to start and
end at the inner edge of the two pressed strips already in
place - don’t stitch into these pieces because you want to
be able to form a mitre with a sharp corner
8. Fold fabric to mitre corner (try getting 45° angle), press
and hold in place with a pin (see bottom photo)
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9. If you’re adding piping, make enough piping in a
single long strip to complete all four sides with an
inch or so extra on each side
10. Mark a line ½” from the stitched inner edge of each
inner border strip, line cord edge of piping along that
line; using a piping foot, stitch piping to inner border
on the two length sides, then add the top and bottom
piping crossing over the piping already in place and
extending 1/2” - 1” beyond the piping you’re crossing
(see top photo)
11. Cut 3 or 4 outer border strips - 2 ½” - 4” in width on
WOF (the number of strips depends on the size of
your sides - be sure to add to the length twice the
width of the strip so you have enough fabric to create
the mitres.
12. Mark a line ¼” from the stitch line of the piping to
align your outer border strip - the strip is laying over
the piping over the appliqué - using the piping foot,
stitch against the piping on the two long sides,
press away from the piping; then add and stitch the
top and bottom strips starting and ending at the
inner pressed edge of the border sides already in
place (see bottom photo); again don’t stitch into the
border pieces already sewn because you want to
be able to turn a sharp mitre corner
13. Fold a mitre on all four corners, press and pin;
these mitres need to be hand sewn using a blind
stitch (be careful not to attach to the batting
beneath - when the hand sewing is done, you’ll
want to clip away the excess fabric lying beneath
the mitred corner
14. Press the finished borders; trim outer edges of all
layers using a rotary cutter; You’re now ready to
apply a backing
15. There are two ways to add backing: pillow case turn and applying an invisible binding; the
pillow case turn is the easier but you get a cleaner edge with the invisible binding. I have
instructions for both methods
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